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SHARAD (SHAllow RADar) is the sub-surface sounding radar provided by the Italian Space Agency (ASI) as a facility instrument for NASA’s 2005 Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). 
The science objective of SHARAD is to map, in selected regions, dielectric interfaces to depths of up to one kilometer in the Martian subsurface and to interpret these interfaces in terms of 
the occurrence and distribution of materials such as rock, regolith, ice or water[1]. The aim of this paper is to describe a calibration procedure for SHARAD data. No in-situ measurement of 
the dielectric properties of the Martian surface is available, and thus any attempt to correlate the echo strength from the surface with its dielectric properties requires an hypothesis on 
surface composition. We considered an area of the North polar cap where available data indicate an almost pure water ice composition, and thus whose dielectric properties are known. We 
estimated the other factor contributing to surface echo strength, i.e. scattering due to surface roughness, using a theoretical model based on fractal geometry, deriving model parameters 
from the MOLA topographic dataset. It was thus possible to derive a relationship between the geophysical parameters, dielectric constant, and a set of radar backscatter measurements. 
We used these results to produce maps of the dielectric constant of the Martian surface. 
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GoalGoal
The goal is to model the relationship between surface dielectric constant and radar power measurements. In other words, the goal is to obtain “calibrated” radar data. To this aim, Sharad 
Level1b products have been used, as processed by the ground segment  of the SHOC Radar Center in Rome and available on PDS nodes.

The effects of scattering due to surface roughness and slope has been taken into account. The used model is based on the theory of electromagnetic scattering from fractal surfaces and 
the needed parameters have been estimated from topographic data provided by laser altimeter MOLA [2],[ 3]. The calibration procedure relies on specific Mars area, where the real part of 
the dielectric constant is known. The chosen area is part of the north polar cap [82N:84N;180E:200E] which it is supposed to be covered of pure water ice, with dielectric constant equal to 
3.14. 
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Compared to published estimates of the dielectric constant of the Martian surface, the map presented here appears to be noisier, but could potentially reveal finer structures 
and important differences w.r.t. MARSIS results.

In particular, significant differences of estimates of the dielectric permittivity between the two radars could be caused by differences in the distribution of ice with depth. 
MARSIS surface echo strength is determined by the dielectric properties of a layer several tens of meters thick, whereas SHARAD is sensitive to only the first few meters of the 
Martian ground.

Thus, a low value of the permittivity in MARSIS, indicative of an abundance of ground ice, coupled with a high value derived from SHARAD data could be caused by a thick ice 
deposit buried beneath a desiccated layer or a lava flow. Conversely, a low value of permittivity seen by SHARAD in an area where MARSIS finds high permittivity could be 
caused by a layer of ice-rich ground only a few meters thick over a dry bedrock.
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Preliminary results from the inversion procedure are presented 
below, together with a comparison with other datasets

A comparison between the map of SHARAD surface 
echo power (above) and a map of the Martian surface 
roughness produced by [3] (below) shows that areas of 
strong surface reflection are correlated with smoother 
surfaces (which are darker in the roughness map) and 
vice versa.

A comparison between the map of SHARAD surface 
echo power (top) and the derived dielectric constant of 
the Martian surface (below) shows that areas of low 
power caused by strong scattering by surface 
roughness have been corrected and the correlation 
with roughness has been removed in retrieving the 
dielectric constant.

A comparison between the dielectric constant of the 
Martian surface derived from SHARAD data (above) 
and a map showing the same quantity obtained from 
MARSIS data by Mouginot [4] (below) reveals similar 
trends, but it also highlights finer structures and some 
significant differences at smaller scales.
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The standard radar equation is used for the Calibration
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Surface Relative Permittivity is evaluable from the inversion of 
Fresnel Equation 
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